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Introduction 
Music in group work has been almost wholly 
confined to community singing by the groups in the 
social agencies. Any attempts at the "appreciation" 
of music have too frequently been looked at with disdain 
by group members because "it's too much like school". 
Social agencies where group work methods are 
pra.cticed, have the underlying motif of participation 
in activities. Participation in music by groups 
(in addition to community singing),is the problem 
of this thesis, with the basic idea of enrichment 
of social and personal life of the individuals of the 
group , through their participation. 
For the past five years I have worked in thE. 
social agencies in and around Boston , and the Jhicago 
Y. W.C.A. camp during the summer, applying t :1e t ·teories, 
idealogies, and studies presented in the following 
pages. 

Experience 
11
'!\rh enever there i s an experlence, there . is life. 
Experiencing meaning living." (1) 
The above statement is related to anything in life, 
whether i s be eating, sleeping, hearing or thinking. 
It pertains to the material, spiri tual, and inte llectual 
processes. The following wi ll be an attempt to clarify 
experience as such, and it will help greatly in under-
standing the remainder of the thesis if the reader will 
project his own experience in art, particularly music, 
and participate in a related manner with the attempted 
clarification of experience and an experience. 
Experience of any sort converts everything , not 
only the "unique 11 events into meaningful relations. 
Dewe y says that experience is identified with whatever 
happens in the universe. It is true that this existe nce 
is unfath omable to a large extent, but even in this 
11 ineffable 11 and "unknowable" cosmos there are focal 
points of meaning whi ch are immediately apparent and 
relatable. 
In an interpretation of experience there must be 
a distinction between subjective and objective elements 
of experience. 
(l) Dewey, J. - Creative Intelligence, pp. 7 ~ 8 
6. I 
=--====--==-====· 
~he interaction of the objective world (things perceived) 
and the subjective world (the sensations of man) is an 
"indete rminate procesS 11 (1) but as is easily seen -
a necessary one for experience. 
The process of interaction is an "inde termina te 11 one 
because of the difficulty of generalizing - individua l 
means of interaction being as variable as individua l 
consciousness. 
"Meanings are objective because they are modes of 
natural intera ction" ( 2 , This :.interaction includes not 
only man but "things and energies" outside of living 
creatures . An i mnortant realization is the ~wareness 
of future consequences as a growth from the e~p~rience. 
One engenders meaning as he makes connections with his 
activities~ 
11 Experience is pregnant with connections" and 11 full 
of inference" (3), and the more connections and infer-
ences gathered from an experience, the more consummate 
it becomes. 
Dewey has a generalized illustration on page 39 
of "Art as Experience" which seems particularly effect ive 
inrnaking more po inted the connections and relations of 
experience. 
( 1) Dew·ey - Experience and Nature p. 352 
( 2) Devqey - Experienc e and Nature p .190 
(3) Dewey - Creative Intelligence p.8 
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He imag ines a stone rolling down hill as having 
an experience. The stone starts somewhere and moves as 
consistently as is permitted to a place of re s t. He 
adds to these external fact s some imaginary ideas~­
that it looks forward with desire to t he final outcome; 
that it i s inte r es ted in the t h ings it meets on the 
way, conditions that retard and acc e lerate its move-
ments with r espect to the ir b ear i ng on its end; that 
8 
i t acts and feels toward t he m ac cord i ng to them; and that 
the final coming to r~st is related to all that went 
before as t he culmination of a continuous moveme nt. 
Thus the stome would have a n experience . 
Applying it to ourselves we find that in many 
instances we are not c onc s rned with the c onne ction 
of an e vent - with what c ome before or what comes 
after . Things happen - they are neither definitely 
included or exc luded ; we drift . We yield accord i n g to 
pressure or evade or compromise. One thing replaces 
another, instead of connecting and r e l at i ng one to 
the other. The r e i s s o-called expe ri e nce, but it is not 
an experience, not an inte grated, f u lfilled eve n t . It 
i s the s J ack , di s curs ive experi ence whi ch is non-esthetic. 
The stone has an exDeri ence and one with an esthe tic 
quality. 

Every experience which is an experience,has an esthetic 
quality,for there is an artistic s.truetMre in the 
esthetic quality which is inherent in ~experience. 
The artistic structure is "the internal integration 
reached through ordered and organized movement"(l). 
Even the intellectual experience , if it is truly an 
experience has an esthetic quality. The awareness of 
relationsh ips, inter-relationships, connections of one 
experience to another is an intellectual experience. 
Experience is generally spoken of as a single 
t h ing , each experience having its beginning and end. 
On reflection, one will ~ee the fallacy of such an 
idea, for life is no state of static instances - each 
experience builds into another from a preceding one. 
Neither is life an nninterrup ted march- for just as 
a flight of stairs is built of ind ividualized steps, 
so do these single steps make a staircase. In a drama, 
various acts and ep i sodes do not lose their own cha-
racter,but they do fuse into the play as a whole . 
"The material of the fine a rts consists of qualities; 
that of experience h aving intellec t ual conclusions 
are signs and symbols h aving no intrinsic qual ity of 
the ir own, but standing for things that in another 
experience may b e qual itatively experiencea.(It is one 
(l) Dewey - ~rt as Experience p.38 
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reason why the strictly intellectual art will never 
be popular as mus ic is ~9opular) 11 • ( l) . So we see tha t 
an intellectual experience has its own esthetic quality, 
it differs from the acknowledged esthetic experience 
only in its materials. 
Moreover, the esthetic experience of thinking 
has a satisfying emotional quality because it does 
have an internal integration and consummation througg 
ordered movement. With an artistic structure of this 
sort it is esthetic .... and no _intellectual activity is 
an integral event (or experience) unless it is rounded 
out with the quality of integration and fulfillment. 
Thus esthetic cannot be sharply marked off from an 
intellectual experience since the l atter must bear an 
esthetic stamp to be itself complete. And just as 
every experience should be a complete one,so · should 
it 11 do something to prepare for later experiences of 
a deeper and more expansive quality . 11 (2). The preceding 
quotation i s related to the principle of continuity 
of experience which means that "every experience both 
takes up something from t bose which have gone before 
and modifies in some way the quality of those which 
come af ter"; ( 3) 
(l)Dewey - Art as Experi ence p.38 
(2)Dewey - Experience and Education p.47 
(3)Dewey - Experience and Education p .27 

11 
In every integral experience t here is form because 
there is dynami c organization. Dewey calls it the "organi-
zation dyna~nic" because it takes time to complete it, be-
cause it is a r;ro·Nth. Material i s ingested and di gested 
through interacti o n wi t h t h at vital or ganization of the 
results of prior expe r i e nce that constitutes the mind of 
the work er . Incubation g oes on until the thing conceived 
i s brought forth as part of t he common world. 
Experi enci ng , like breathing, i s a r hythm of intakings 
and outgiving s. Their succ e ssion is punctuated and mad e 
a rbythm by the existence of interval s, periods in which one 
phase i s c eas ing and the othe r i s inch oate and preparing. (1 
~illiam Jame s ap tly c ompared t he course of a conscious 
exper i ence to t he alternate fli ghts and perchings of a bird. 
These fli ghts and perc h ings are intimately connected with 
one another. Ea ch resting p lace in experi e nc e i s a n under-
go ing in which i s absorbed and taken h orne the co n sequences 
of prior doing , and, unless the d oing i s that of ~ttcr 
caprice or sheer ro'utine, each do ing car ri es in itself 
meaning that has been extracted and conserved. 
I t i s this active doing which con~titutes a n ex-
perience. The doing i s not only carried out .by the artist 
but by the beholde r or li stener . 
For an appreciator to pe rce ive he must create his own 
experie nce. And his creation must include relations 
(1) Dewey, J. - Art as Experience,p. 38 
• 
• 
I 
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comp arable to t h ose which the orig inal producer underwent . 
They are not the same in any sense. But with the perceiver 
as with the artist, there must be an order ing of the 
eleme nt s of the whole that is in form, although not in 
details, the same as the process of organization the 
creator of the work consciously experienced. ~ithout an 
act of recreation the object is not perceived as a work 
of art. The artist se l e cted, s i mplified, clarified, 
abridged and condensed according to his interest. The 
appreciator must g o through these operations according 
to h i s interest. There i s, in both, an extract ion of what 
i s significant, and a comprehension in its literal 
s i gnification- that is, a gathering together of details 
and particulars physically s c attered, into an exper i enced 
whole. There is work done on the oart of the percip ient 
as there is on the part of artist. The one who i s too 
lazy, or too inundated in conventions to perform .this 
work will not see or hear. Hi s appreciation will be a 
mixture of scraus of learning with conformity to norms of 
conventional admiration and with a c onfused, even if 
genuine, emotional excitation.(l) 
(1) Dewey - Art as Experience - chapter 3 
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There ha-s been and undoubtedly always will be a rich 
diversity of opinions as to what music is and where it be-
longs . However, we are not now concerned wi th any hierachy 
of t he arts- our immediate conce~n is ~ experience ! of 
music. 
Music may have a physiologiCal, a psychological and a 
I 
musical interpre tation. In order to have an experit nce of 
music one must take into account all three nhases. l 
The "mechanical conditions and structu~e" (1) · n 
which music is built i s the nhysi o1 oa0 ical interpretl tion. 
- - I 
A musician must be able to describe his tone in exa0t 
I 
physical terms even though he may be fully aware of the fact 
that the physical tone does not exactly correspond j ith 
what the artist intended or what the listener is to hear. 
Professor Ortman de scribes tone quality in terms of three 
I 
attributes: pitch, loudness and ' time. (2) Carl Seashore 
I 
adds to that the role of fluctuation of timbre as a \prin-
cipal component in the progre ssive change of a tone.~ (3) 
(1) Dewey- Experience in Nature. p. 358-359 
"Music in its immediate occurrence is the most 
varied and ethereal of the arts, but in its condition and 
structure the most mechanical~ I 
( 2) Musical Quarterly- October, 1935- "What is tone quality.' 
(3) ~usical Quarterly- January, 1939- ''The harmonic struc-
ture of a mus ical tone." 

I 11 
The physical tone that is conveyed from performer tb 
I listener through hearing is conveyed as the sound W$-ve . 
I 
The sound wav e variables : frequency, which g ives us l 
I 
I 
pitch; intens ity, which g ives us l oudness; duration~ 
I 
which g ives us t ime; and wave form, wh ich g ives UQ 
timbre, all go to make up a single tone . Every tone has 
! 
I 
a mathematical relationship to every other tone. Dis-
sonances and consonances have a mathematical ratio, lone to 
the other, but since disconances today are consonahces 
I 
tomorrow, we are getting closer to psycholog ical in~er-
pretation. 
1 
Ps ychologists have adopted music for many and sundry 
r easons, and to date we hcwe what i s called " Musical 
I 
Therapy " - but, that is a sub ject in it self and devoted 
I 
I 
I 
for the most part to the abnormal. However, the psycho-
lo g ical inte r pre tation of music does bear on an exp~rience 
I 
of music. Music brings · abo ·Jt body reactions, affects our 
I 
emotions, and our inte l l ectual responses ( d iscussed lin the 
opening paragraphs on our reactions to sound). The !intel-
lec tual re sponse may be one of assoc i ation, of re l a~ ion, and 
I 
usually l eads to furthe r intellectua l experiences idl the 
field of mus ic. 
The most r'varied and ethereal " experience is fdund 
in the mus ical inter~oretation. " When ~ mus ical comdo-
- -1 
sition i s hear d a s a co mp o s i tion - as some t h ing morj than a 
combination or s uccession of notes produced in rhytnm -ther e cre 
I 
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blended with the primiti¥e sensation, and with the ~ntuitive 
' I 
element, countless new psychical elements, differing from 
individual to individual." (1) It is not only the i 
dif f ering of individual listeners but of individual ' 
interpreters of the same work. 
Pfistar is noted as saying that the "artist crea tes as 
God himself creates, out of his own inner self, and 1 his 
own likeness. 11 How very varied then is the musical
1
interpre 
tation- for the listener is a creative artist in his re-
constructive listening. To have an experience of mbsic 
- I 
the appreciator must recreate out of his own inner ~elf 
what has been originally created out of another's I 11 own 
inner self. 11 
I 
Music reveals universal rhythms, universal strJ ctures, 
at the same time it sets forth the feeling s of the ~rtist 
and illumines the deeper essence of the cosmos, and 
expresses at hi hest intensity the values inherent in the 
medium of eound! To take an example fro m another art, we 
I 
see in a work of Cezanne a cosmic structure, an architec -
tonic rhythm, a ·. dynamic organization of forces, plastic 
I 
relationships and an underplay of controlled playings. 
We do not see these things unless we recreate empat~ically 
the movement of line, the desire for color, and the i 
volistic meaning of Cezanne. I 
I 
(1) Kennard, J. s . - "The Fal l en God 11 chapter V. [ 
I 
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The esthetic quality of an experience has an artistic 
I 
structure which is 11 the internal integration reache(j_ 
through ordered and organized movement ~ (1) ![usic has 
I 
I 
an artistic structure in itsel f , for music is the ordered 
and organized movement of sound and i n an experience, 
the appreciator must feel and know the ordered and org-
anized movement of the sound he i s hearing . Moreover, 
an exoerience is characterized by 11 the principle of con-
tinui ty of experi ence, 11 ( 2) so that the exp'3rience !the 
li stener is undergoing will take u p something from 1the 
experiences he ha s already h~d (for example, a cogtiitive 
exuerienceCfactual learn ing , bea.r i ng on the musi c he is 
hearingJ,an emotional experience (the emotional response 
or r esponse0, or an experience of association (associa.-
. I 
tionn linked i n his mind wi th the music, although not 
directly connec t ed with i~) , and this experience ~i ll 
modify in some way any furthe r experiences. All of the 
aforement ioned, in the a ggregate, constitute an .ex-
per i ence. 
The appreciator must be a vmre of the wor l d outside 
himself, must have a f eel ing of adventure, h e must rhear 
creatively, think creat ivel y and practice creativity (a 
recreation i s a creation in itself, as long as it ic not 
i mi ta t ·d.,ve). 
(1) & (2) See chap ter I of this thesis. 

Thus, for a cunsummate, integrated ex~e rience of 
music one must have a physioloe;ical, a psycholog ical 
and a musical exper i ence so related by the bal anced 
arti s tic structure of an experience as to constitute 
I 
an ex oer i ence of music . 
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Group 'l'iork 
"Group work is a leisure-time educational process 
carried on by a social agency to aid individuals in 
social groups under trained leadership to acquire, 
through recreational activities, knowledge, skills 
and activities which enrich personal experience, a nd 
promote s ocial u06peration and responsibility 11 .(l) 
The two characteristics ~f group work which 
make it essentially unique are :: 1~ it is a leisure-
time activity and at the same time 2. an educational 
a.cti v i ty. 
Group work i s differentiated from that work done 
in the schools most particularli by the attitude of 
the group. In the schools the pupils must be "docile, 
receptive and obedient"(2), and teachers are the agents 
through which knowledge and skills a.re comnunicated 
and rules of conduct enforced. Mister Dooley's idea 
that "It don't matter what a young'un studies jist 
so long as he don't like it", expresses the old, tra-
ditional viewpoint which persists in too many parts 
of t his country. It was not and still is not under-
stood that "collateral learning in the way of formation 
of enduring attitudes, of likes and dislikes is often 
(l)Busch - Leadership in Group Work p.27 
(2) Dewey - Experience and Educat ion p.3 - 7 
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more important than the lesson being learned"(l). Or 
inothe r words tha t forcing students to work at tasks 
found disagreeable mi ght e ngender e motional reactions 
of aversion which would more than offset any gains. (2) 
In group work the underlying idea is that the re 
is an intimate and necessary relationship between t h e 
p roces s of actua,l expe rience and education, and the 
work is developed by having an accurate idea of ex-
nerience. (In t h is thesis an accurate idea of an 
expe rience of mus ic). 
The g roup leader has an advantage ove r the s chool 
teacher, inasmuch as the pupil in school h a s an "idee 
fi x ee 11 t ha t t h ose t h ing s learned in school are forei gn 
to any situations confronted in life as he views it. 
'Hhereas in a settlement house or any social agency 
of t h i s sort, the g roup is made up of thos e, who for 
the mo s t part, are participating on a voluntary basis.(3) 
Thus an expe rience can be a very real p a rt of one's 
life and reveal not only the experience as such,but 
al s o a cl a rification of a way of life and a realization 
of thB interrelationsh ips of life. 
(1) Dewey - Experience and Education p.49 
(2) Busch - Leadership in Group Work p.35 
(3) Grace Coyle - Studies in Group Work p.4-8 points 
out that many communities have to be "educated up" 
to the idea that a s ocial agency is not a waste of 
time. 
22 
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It is a fact that each individual has a personal 
experience and a group experience . .S ome have either 
kind of experience to a higher or lesser degree. It 
is up to the l eader to see to it that both kinds a re 
constructively happy ones . 
Most important is the understanding of the leader 
that " any experience is mis-educative that has the 
effect of distorting the growth of further experience".(l) 
Moreover ,one must a lways keep in mind that experiences 
saould be linked cumulatively. 
~e in America are committed to a democratic way 
of life, and one of the important stands of democracy 
is the worth of t he individual (to himself and to the 
group ). ~;~ore over, the control of individual actions 
is effected .. by the whole situation in which individuals 
are involved, in wh ich t hey share and of which t hey 
are an interact ing pa.rt .(2) And it is in such a situ-
a.tion as group work allows that democracy is a function-
ing reality. 
It is interesting to note an example. 
"At va rious times v1e organized orchestras of older 
boys and young men in a group work agency in New York. 
Most of the orchestra members came to the first meet ing 
(l)Dewey - Experience and Education p.l3 
(2)Dewey - Experience and Education p.57 
= 
I 
a~ strange~s . They represented widely diverse social 
groups, scattered over entire area of the city. About 
half the members were Jews, about one-fifth were of 
24 
German, one-eighth of Italian and the rest were of 
Hungarian, Czech or British descent. Jews, Roman Catholics, 
Protestants and persons professing no religious faiths 
were included in the group. At first the individuals 
showed little or no interest in the personalities of 
the other members. Some rivalries developed at once 
over musical skill and places of importance in the or-
chestra, but these never developed to a stage 'Nhere 
disruption of the organization was threatened. The chief 
interest was music and so long as the orchestra fur-
nished opportunities for musical production and some 
instruction the members were satisfied. Quite naturally 
the members became acquainted with one another in the 
course of time, but although some friendships were 
developed, the orchestra never became primarily a 
"sociable" group . Yet it functioned to the satisfac-
tion of the members . 11 ( 1) 
The important point is that the group didn't 
become a necessarily "sociable" group, but it did 
function as a unit, no matter race, color or creed. 
Here was an effective functioning of a democratic way 
of life. 
(1) Busch - Leadershin in Groun Work n.l97 

Although the school and the group work a gency may 
differ in many ways, we must be ale rt to the f ac t tha t 
educational principles do affect group work. 
25 
It is as s umed t ha t the re is such unity in life that 
any i nterest may be the starting point of a well rounded 
educational venture.(l) Because we can best u se knowle dge 
in a bout the contex t in which it was lea rned it is i mp or-
tant the experience of l earning be as much of a real life 
participatory experi e nce a s possible. 
A social factor enters now, in tha t knowl edge accu-
mulates so rapidly and interp retations change so cons-
tantly the> t those who stop learning when they are gr adu-
ated find shortly tha t they are out of date. For example; 
In the early part of t h is c entury Brahms was still con-
sidered dull , , conductors found his thematic material 
"abs tract" and his use of instruments was considered 
colorless. Now his melodi e s are thought of as belong ing 
to the Romantic school and h is use of the orche stra is 
described as 11 warm". 
Another example i s found in our cherished doctrines 
in biology and in che mistry which have been revolutio-
nized within one school generation. 
(l) Robinson, J. H. - The Mind in the Making , chap.4 

And those who want to keep up with modern develop-
ments in ~usic will find, as the Red Queen explained to 
Alice, "It takes all the running you can do to keep in 
the same place. If you want to get somewhere else, you 
might run at least twice as fast as that".One will find 
that activities, which are enjoyed by the participants, 
although they may have little trans fer of content to 
new situations, may still engender feelings of enjoyment 
of g roup activity, interest in certain kinds of endeavor, 
and a sense of personal worth which grows from a chieve-
ment in activity. {1) 
There are certain" l aws of learning11 , which put the 
emphasis on the activity of t h e org anism in the learning 
p rocess. These are basic psychological principles upon 
which the method of educational leadership is based 
a nd were formulated by Professor E . L .Thorndike. These 
"laws" represent years of investigation by Dr. Thorndike, 
his associates and many other scientists.(2) 
1. Law of Use: ':' 'iV"h en a modifiable connection between a 
situation and a res ponse is exercised, other thing s 
being equal, the streng th of that connection is in~ 
creased''. 
(l) ~m. H. Kilpatrick - Foundation of Method. Chap.B 
(2)Taken from Leadership in Group Work by H.M.Busch p.50 
26 
who based them on E .L.Thorndike's Educational Psychology 
( Briefe r Course ). 

2 . Law of Frequency :"Up to a certain physiolog ical 
limit, the more frequently a connection has been 
exercised the s tronge r that connection" 
3. Law of Recency: Other things be ing equa l , the more 
recent the exercise the s tronge r the conne ction 
between s ituation and resp onse 11 
4. Law of Di suse : " 1.!\fhen a mod if iable connection be t ween 
a s i tuat ion and a r esponse is not exercised du ring 
a length of tim$ the strength of that connect ion is 
decreased. 11 
5. Law of Ef fe ct: " An or ganism tends to repeat a nd 
learn quickly those reactions which are a c comp anied 
or f o l l owed b y a sati sfying state of a ffairs ; an 
organi sm tends not to repeat or l earn quickly those 
reaction s which are ac compani ed or followed by an 
annoying s t ate of affa i rs. 11 
6. Law of Readiness : '' "Nh en a me cha ni sm i s ready to act, 
to act i s satisfying; not to ac t i s a n n oy ing ; when 
a me chani sm i s unre ady to a ct, to act is annoy i n g ". 
Of c ourse, i t is not enough to simply se t up 
l e arning l aws . One cannot i gnore the soc i a l factors 
involved under the naive assumption that the l earning 
proc ess is narrowl y phys iolog ical in its psychological 
27 
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aspects. "Indeed, the s ocial f a ctor is t h e potent fact or , 
limiting t he effectiveness of g roup work agencies, for 
the ideas and standards ex i sting in a community are 
ofte n stronger than a ny counte r-influences which atspecial 
agency can set up" . ( 1) 
A l a.rge part of what vve learn is acquired with out 
much conscious effort on our part by the ab s orp tion 
of influences, i deas and standards of other pe ople. (2) 
It i s for t h is r eason that the social worker, and grou-o 
leade r vvho is interested in a scheme of education and 
g roup building , must be come inte rested in the great 
soc ial p roblem which confront a peopl e. Moreover, the 
fact that social forc es mold personality c a n be uti-
lized directly in group work.(3) 
"Log i cal learning is the eth ics of thinki ng , in 
the sense in which e t h ic s i s the bringing about of 
self-control for t he purpose of realizing our desires" (4) 
And "Group work under carefully controll e d conditions 
may make its contributions to the development of ethica l 
c hare.cter"(5) The ultima t e a i m will be to sens iti ze 
thought and feel i ng s o that action is decided in terms 
(l) Eu s ch - Leade rsh i p in Group ~ork p . 60 
( 2 )Finney,R.L. - A Sociolog ical Ph iloso-ohy of Education 
( 3)Busch - Leadership in Group ~ork p. 6D 
(4) Richards, I. A. Bas ic Rul e s of Re as on 
( 5 ) Busch - Le a d e rship in Group Work p.276-278 

of e t hica l ideas which trans cend t he communal group . 
Et hical char a cte r is l a r ge ly dependGnt upon a 
h i e r a rchy of habits; hence t he bas ic factors a f fecting 
l~arning s ituat i ons ~ill affect cha r acte r develo9ment. 
Habit s mus t not only b e specific, but they mus t be 
practical i n 2 ;·tde vari ety of s itua tions . (!) 
(1 ) Dus ch - Leadersh i p in Group Nork Chap .IX 
, .. 
29 
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Leadership in Group Work 
For a g reater understanding of t he underl ying fune-
tion of a leader of a group, we are go ing to differen-
tiate be t ween the autocratic dictator of a Fascist 
country and t he Pres ident of democratic peop le. 
In limited areas of exper i ence ~nd for limited 
per iods of time the dictator may prove to be a tempo-
rary sav iour, but hi s functione is some degree of seeming 
salvation while the de mocrati c l eader' s function i ~ 
education. The autocra t fails to carry h i s followin5 
along wi th him him in the proce s s that achieve s results. 
He secures for his foll owing , not training, nor g rowth, 
but end-results. He endangers his group at several 
p oints . Having d i s couraged their c omplete partic i pat ion 
i n the group process, he has not equipped them for 
l eader s hip when he passes . Should h i s program prove a 
failure, his group i s prepared with no al t ernat i v es, 
since ordinarily any consideration of alternatives is 
punished as disloyalty or heresy. Even if h i s plan suc-
ceeds, it result s in cultural i mpoverishme nt, for with-
out a rich d iversity of influences culture cannot flourish.(~) 
With a l eader who fulfills his f unction a cc ording 
(1) Dewey , J. - Exp e ri e nce _and Nature , chapt. I X 
-======~====================================================~======= 
to a democratic way of life we fi nd tha t not the l eas t 
valuafule out come of a democratic educationa l process 
is its production of a multip licity of theories, p lans, 
and experiment~ the p roponents of which are p otent i a l 
leaders , should a crisi s arise in which the accepted 
-, 
p lan , pol i cy, or procedure fai l s , t here is always the 
like lihood tha t it may b e ciodified or comp l e tely 
supp lanted by one of the many othe r possibilities 
availabl e . Thus, a g roup l eader · who conducts h i s g roup 
a s a democratic s ociety will a l ways find a second or 
t h ird s tring to the bovr. "In t he fina l anal ysis, d em-
ocra cy, and educat ion- as - g rowth a re synonymous"(l) 
Through re-arrangement and addition of the implied 
and exp licit l eade rship r equirements of Grace Coyle 1 s 
" S tudies in Group 3 ehaviour 1; Busch 1 s .. "Leade r ship in 
Group -:vork" and John Dewey 1 s 1' Expe rienc e and Educat ion" , 
the following outline has been evolved. 
I.The l eader mus~ : 
A. be able to help organize the conditions of 
the experi e nce. 
l.To t ake the movi n g force of a n experience 
and judge and direct it. 
(1) Busch - Leade r s hip in Group ~ork p.l38 
ll 
n ote: A democracy can hard l y a dvance be yond the understan-
d ing and interes t of the peopl e,but every rea l i ncrement 6f 
true e ducational development has a tendency to reflect 
itself in enriched community li fe . 

erests. 
B. Help ex9lore the aims of the experience. 
1. Discover, stimulate and utilize int-
C. Be able to use the physical and social 
surrounding s so that experiences are built that lead 
to growth. (1) 
D. Keep first exp eriences within the ca pacities 
of the group and those to wh ich they will probably 
resp ond. 
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1. From there the leade r proceeds to widen 
the horizon of the group. 
E. In accepting p resent interests a s t h e basis 
of the ex? eriences,the leader should utilize t hem as 
sta rting points, not as end s in themselves. 
F. Should utilize n a tural interests to secure 
activity in unified expe riences. 
G. Have the gre a t e r maturity of experience 
wtich should belong to an adult as educator, putting 
him in a position to eva lua te each exuerience of the 
young in a way in which one having the less mature 
experience cannot do. 
H. Realize that the basic characteristic of habit 
is that every expe rience enacted and undergor~ modifies 
(1) Dewey,J. - Experience and Education, chapt. II 
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the one who a ct s and unde rgoes. 
I.Follow the criterion of education as growth. 
1. Only when development in a particular 
line conduces to continu:Ilng growth do e s it a nswe r the 
crite rion of education as g rowing . 
J. Realize that all h uman experien c e i nvolves 
conta ct and communication. 
II . The Leader must be able 
A. To h andle interactions be tween members. 
B . To recognize t ha t individua ls a re in searc h 
of different satisfactions fro m the g roup . (1) 
l.The group ex9erience should provide as 
much as poss ible o pportunity for meeting the needs o f 
its members by variety of s ituat ions , in ways construe-
t i ve for the group as a whole. 
2 . I nso f ar a s p ossible the l ead e r s h ou l d 
attempt to h e l p indiv i dual s f ind s cope for t h emse l ves 
along lines of their spe61 f lc -· n2eds and inte r ests; 
k eepi ng a l ways i n mind the common needs of the g roup.( 2 ) 
( l) Some arelooking for a cha n ce to dominate, some 
for a l eader to submit t o, some fo r a satisfying use 
of n ewl y develop i ng povre r s, some for a.dventure, and s ome 
for recogni t ion. 
(2) Th i s may be accompli shed through administration of the 
group and the type of 9 rog ram adopted. Opportunit i es for 
l eadership through committees,participation "i n ' progr am • 



1. Can establ ish a non-authoritative creative 
approach with only enough control to provide the 
security needed. 
2. Can encourage independence at p ropitious 
mome nts. 
3. Can work with natural leaders of a group 
D. iJ~ust be able to see what attitudes and habitual 
tendencies are being created and be able to judge these. 
E. Leader should too, seek to help a group gain the 
ability to analyze values and to integrate divergent 
elements. 
1. Growth in judgement and understanding i s 
essentially growth in ability to form purposes and to 
select and arrange means for their realization. (1) 
IV. The leader should be aquainted with literature 
bearing on the process of group thinking-
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A. But should guard against conducting group sess ions 
as though only the intellect were concerned. 
B. ~ .. ~ust recognize emotional factors and attempt to 
adjust these. 
v. In Developing Character: 
A. Discover, arrange or capitalize s ituations in 
which the principles may be practiced. 
(1) Dewey- Education and Experience. p. 104 

1. Having helped the group find and set forth 
the principles that enrich social and personal life . (1) 
B. Permit critical evaluation of principles commonly 
accepted. 
1. Guide the deliberative process. 
C. Aid in the development of convicti :ms about prin-
ciples that will result in t he ir practice. 
There is no doubt that the world has come a long way 
in its effort to understand why and how the leader is more 
useful than the commander, and in its attempts to apply 
that knowledge in numerous instances. However, if we are 
to accept Art as experience we must look to those who 
think in terms of experience as growth, of experience as 
learning, thinking, knowing and with an eternal "continuo" 
of experi ence. 
The leader in addition to the aforementioned require-
ments, must also have a fairly complete knowledge and 
understanding of music and the personal charm and ability 
to interpret these things to the group. The leader must 
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understand that the group work process i s one of dealing wit 
individuals and that the mode rn view of letting technical 
skill develop to mastery as a by-product of the creative p 
process is an outcome of the experiential approach. 
(1) Mus ic and t he principles contributing to good ~usic 
very readj_ly enrich social and personal life. r i u 
= 
,. 
Study Plan 
The doing is the most important f a ctor for the 
experiencing of music in a group . 'l'li th that in mind 
I shall outline briefly a plan of study covering a 
yea r of a group's life. 
Where to start has always been a problem when 
working with as mixed a group as one is likely to 
find in most social centers. " We may begin with ex-
perience in gross,experience in its primary and crude 
forms, and. by means of its distinguishing trends, 
note s omething of the constitution of the world which 
generates and maintains it. Or, we may begin with re-
fined, selective products, the most authentic state-
ments of commended methods and. work from them back to 
the primary facts of life. The two methods differ in 
starting point and direction, but not in objective 
or eventual content. Those who start with coarse, 
everyday experience, must bear in mind the findings 
of the most competent knowledge, and those who start 
from the other must somehow journey back to the homely 
facts of daily existence".(l) 
Music has so often been labeled as 11 high-brow 11 
in the consciousness of our genera l run of young people, 
that the wisest course seems to be that of starting 
with the"homely facts of daily existence" 
(l)Dewey - Expe rience and Nature chap.II 
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In t h e musica l life a nd experi ence of most Americans 
t h a t general ly means J azz . 
J azz or Svdng i s a mus ic exper i ence in its 11 primary 
and crude f orm" but it has man y 11 d i stinguishin1~; t r ends" 
'h'hich must abvays be kept in mind by the l eader. 
The gr oup may li s ten to ·oresent Jazz and pe,st 
Jazz - no ting the growth from rag-time to the ~resent, 
with particular emphas i s on the rhythmi c changes . 
S inc e Jaz z has so many rhythmic implicat i ons, 
it i s ''V ith this start ing p oint that we form a rhythm 
band w-hich may consi st of spoons, knives , p o ts , pans, 
c y mbals, triangles, drums, z ithers - in fact, anything 
which coul d contribute to a rhy t hmi c beat. 
I. Rhythm Band 
A. No i s y, unaccented p otmd ing 
B. Ac cented beats in 3/4 and4/4 time,with a ccom-
panying explanations of 3/4 as waltz time a nd l~/4 as 
march or fox- trot. 
1. It is wise at this time to inte rpolate 
accented walks going into the march a nd waltz step t o 
the accompaniment of the v ar i ous members of the group 
with instruments. 
2. Syncopation 
( a . The leader play ing the p iano 
on regular accents and group on 
syncopated beats. 
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3. There is an excellent opportunity at this 
time to point out the development of Jazz - either by 
means of piano or with phonograph record illustrations, 
making salient points as to the influence of Jazz on 
music in general and the advances made in t he technic 
of playing by G·oodman on the clarinet and Dorsey on 
the trombone. 
a. One might even a ssign the group to 
listen to various Jazz bands critically. 
b. Follow through with a discussion and 
a reading from Dee ms Taylor's "Of Men and ~;_Husic" of 
the chapter on Jazz. 
The first . five sessions can be devoted to Jazz -
playing by the band wi th piano - record playing with 
discussions - and general discriminatory criticisms. 
II. Light Ope ra 
A. Trans ition to Gilbert and Sullivan 
1. By singing Jazz numbers and t hen the 
syncopat ed chorus fro m the "Pirates of Penzance". Then 
listening to r ecord of any of the peppy Gilbert and 
Sullivan ch oruses . Exampl e - ;·•e Sail t he Ocean :a lue 
from Pinafore. 
from Gondoliers. 
from Iolanthe . 
Dance a Ca chucha. 
Chorus of t he Peers 
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B. If there are any voices in the group at 
all (even if there aren't) t he group should be ready 
to nut on a simplified version of H. M. S .Pinafore or 
The Gondoliers. 
1. The "Home Edition of Gilbert and Sullivan 11 
is a good book to use. In f act any Gilbert and Sullivan 
edition may be used , in which the solos and choruses 
have been simplified. 
2. A narrator may be used for the background 
of the story, so that no lines need be l earned, since 
it is always wiser to start as simply and eas ily as possible 
so that interest will not decrease.(l) 
C. Once interested the group will work on scenery 
and costumes in cooneration and collaboration with 
other groups in the agency such as "workshops" and 
paint and print groups. 
D. The performance may be opened to the public 
or simply a private invitation affair. (2) 
1. If public, this is the opportunity to 
acquaint the community at l a r ge with the agency itself, 
and from this communication point to intermingle with 
other groups in the community. 
(1) At camps where there are only girls , the pi anis t 
transposes all songs within voice range. The versions 
used have been so s imple, as to permit performance of 
one operetta a week . 
(2) See ing a professional performance will add much. 

III. Creativity 
A. Rhythm Band 
1. We return to the rhythm band with 
what we hope is a greater understanding of what mi ght 
be done in rhythm, in Jazz a nd in Gilbert and· Sullivan, 
with participatory efforts. 
2 . Rhythm Band arra.nge!I·ent 
a. A s imple me thod of arrange-
ment is to have the triang le s and bells in group one, 
the sand blocks, wood b locks and sticks in group two, 
the castanets and tambourines i n group three and the 
drums and cymbals in group four. 
b . By simply calling out the 
number one, or two, or three, or four, the g roup 
called will beat in rhythm until a.no ther g roup is called. 
c. For example - with the l eader 
pla.ying the piano and calling the numbers l et us take 
a "guaranteed-to-succeed11 piece - 11 anchors Aweigh". 
To establish the rhythm, the l eade r plays the intro-
duction and then c a lls "one" whereup on the triang les 
and bells start a rhythmic beat, to last, let us say, 
for eight measures, when the leade r calls "two" and 
the wood blocks, sand blocks and sticks beat the pat-
tern for the next eight measures, when "three" is ca lled 
and at t he end of t he allotted measures "four" is ca lled. 
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#3. The group can make their own arrangements 
of works of their own choice. 
a. Piano works 
(1). Gypsy Rondo by Haydn 
(2). Ma r che Militaire by Schubert 
(3). Danse Rituelle du Feu by deFalla 
4. Haydn's Toy Symphony, has been arranged on 
phonograph records for rhythm band accompaniment. 
D. Note reading 
1. Having once paved the way by score reading 
for rhythm band, a natural progression is made to singing 
by note. 
IV. Division of Group 
A. Singing 
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1. If there are individuals in the group who 
become more interested in singing, than in any other phase 
of music, the group can be divided, and a singing class 
formed wherein the rudiments of group and individual 
singing can be learned. 
B. Appreciation 
1. Wherein more is done with the history and 
analysis of music and where one listens and learns 
participatively. 
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The division of the group doesn't usually take place 
until the second year of the group 's life, but in group 
work, the leader wi ll have to use his own discretion as 
to the propitious mement for the division. 
One of the important by-paths of a group of this 
sort is the need for carry-over. A carry-over into daily 
life, so that the radio, for example, is used in a richer 
way. And any contact made with other art forms is so 
experientially related with the work done in music, that 
an active appreciation takes place. 
As an example, let us take the dance. Music may be 
thought of as "sound in movement 11 and the dance as 11 body 
in movement". Both arts have line and both have dynamics. 
In fi gure b. there is an ascending line from points a to 
b. In figure a. the bend of the torso i s a chromatic one, 
a half-step with rhythmic implications and of dynamic 
force. 
The same kind of thing may be done with a painting. 
In fact the relationship of the arts i s of such impor-
tance that modern estheticians have been using almost 
the identically same vocabulary in discussing all forms 
of art. ( l) 
( l) Wilenski - The Modern Movement in Art. 
= 
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A project in architec ture, s imilar to the one 
presented i n this thesis for music, was worked out in 
a progress ive s chool i ~ New York. The h i story and deve l op-
ment of wbrld architecture was used as a unit of work 
for the chil dren in gr ade school, for a year. 
' The idea was to make the obvious meaningful, with 
the underl ying principle that conscious judgement gi ves 
a basis for evaluation and appreciation and gives meaning 
to ever?d~y life. 
The stated purpose was - Architecture : as an art -
to famil iari ze wi th - appreciat ion of - to eval uate, 
judge and interpreta 
The criteria we re: 
1. The ma~erial must. be near enough for reality . 
2. Inte llectual pursuit should be on a menta l level with 
the group. 
3. Provision must be made for individual di fferences. 
Ex. Inter-relationship with folk-lore , literature, 
drama, etc. 
4. The re should be growth and development 
a. Including : 
(1). Tole rance 
(2). Overcoming reticence 
(3). Intelligent planning 

(4). Cooperation 
(s). Directed persistency 
5e The leader or teacher must stimulate the individual 
to proceed on his own initiative. 
The results at the end of the year were more than 
satisfactory. The children functioned normally in the 
group an4 developed as individuals. By interpretations 
through dramatics and sculpture, there was a carry-over 
I 
of interests.(l) 
The study-plan I have outlined in this thesis 
I 
has been used successfully in various social agency 
I 
camps of I .B oston and Chicago,. and Boston settlement 
house music interest groups, for the past five years. 
, (1). Barnes and Young- Children and Architecture. 
- - ==--=--=-
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·:-ve must always remember that the study plan must 
be used as only the outer structure for the real experi ence 
of mus ic. \The plan, as such, is not an end in itself. Any 
performances given, are not, after all, mere "show-pieces". 
I 
Their purpose is one of re-creation for the group members. 
The rhythm band has a primary basis of fun, but its 
main objective is an experience -of rhythm. Rhythm as a 
producer of pgJsiological and psychological responses, 
and rhythm as the underlying motif of the cosmos. 
Jazz is something the group has probably always heard, 
and theref ~ore know little about . The l eader has an excellent 
opportunity here to "make the obvious meaningful", and 
to establish a basis for criteria of judgements. 
If a Gilbert and Sullivan operetta is worked on -
the music is not simply a lot of tunes with words to them 
that have to be memorized - the music i s a live, brea thing 
creation, and those taking part must re-live, re-create, and 
breathe a ·life of their own into it. Gilbert and Sullivan 
are very closely connected,to the political and social 
life of their times, in their works. It i s very interesting 
to note hoy' "close to homen they come, even now. For example, 
I 
" Utopia Li mited", very neatly fitted our domestic situation 
for the years 1937 and 1938. Perhaps the group would like 
to "modernize" one of the operettas, if they find one that 
pertains pa.rticularly to a s ituation the.y might have in mind. 

1
'fuen 1a group reaches the creative process, they are 
' 
really a ~unctioning entity, and a balanced unity. No matter 
how small ~ the creation is, if the grouJ has worked as a 
unit, witJout lo sing individual inventiveness, and has 
I I judged it !good according to the evaluations and judgements 
of their ~rowth, then it is a good cre J tion, by all group 
I 
I 
work standards. 
I . 
'.mat a group has learned, isn't as important as how 
I 
they have !learned. ~at they have done, isn't as important . 
as how thdy have done it. The music they have come in 
I 
contact with, should have been experientially related to 
I 
them, and !they to it. The meaning of the music lies in I 
I 
their participation in it - and therein lies experience. 

Conclusions:'; 
The findings and conclusions put forth here are 
I 
I 
taken from my final reports of music interest groups 
I 
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which I conducted in various settlement houses and camps. 
I 
I I t has been my ·. experience that participation is the 
I I . best method of appreciation , and has led to a better 
I 
I 
I 
understanding, and a more thorough appreciation of music, 
i 
and of individual resnonsibilities for evaluation· as I ~ 
I 
democratic citizens of a democratic way of life. 
I 
I 
The ~hythm band is a very effective "mixer", for 
I 
when you ?ave played a washboard right next to a girl 
with a pie-plate, you have a bond in common, and one 
which all0ws for a certain friendliness and a meeting on 
an 
I 
inform~l basis. 
I 
I 
I sfuall cite a few "case histories" to exemplify 
I 
I 
what happens to some individuals ' lives and the manner 
I 
: 
in which •nrichment take s nlace. 
"A", !her first day in-the music class, made it 
I 
clear tha"j:. her sister (also a member of the class), was 
I 
I 
the actre~s and general performer of her family, and that 
i 
she, "A", i only watches. About a week and a half after the 
I 
I 
session closed, I got a letter from "A", in which she 
I 
related that she had joined a Gilbert and Sullivan 
Association, and the church choir, and her family was 
L 
still talking about her performance of the Admiral in 
1 
our production of 11 Pinafore 11 • 
5o/ 
11 B11 had difficul:tY making friends, for she was very 
quiet. She was noted at camp for her non-participation, 
i 
and general lassitude. At the end of her f irst week as 
I 
a camper she took the part of the Duke in "The Gondoliers 11 
i 
and gainea so much prestige , because of her performance, 
that she was elected to the Winter Council of Campers 
out of a group of 120 girls. 
I 
All in all - though the performances themselves may 
not have had a professional finish - the re was no sense 
of failur~ anywhere and those who took part gained in 
a s ense of social prestige, appreciation of music and a 
group feeling of working together. 
I 
Musib, as . the "universal language " is an effective 
I 
"wall-breaker'' of racial differences and language · diff-
1 
I 
icul ties, ; and usually led to further experiences outside 
I 
I 
of the social agency. 
=~==-=-=- --· 
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Comprehensive Abstract. 
John] Dewey's theory of experience includes everything 
in life. ~he important part of any experience being the 
meaningful relationships which result.The experience 
itself being an interaction of the objective world and 
the subjective world. 
An e~perience is an integrated event, having an 
I 
esthetic ~uality. The esthetic quality has an artistic 
I 
' 
structure , wh ich is "the internal integration reached 
through ordered and organized movement". An experience, 
moreover, implies a continuity of experience, which 
I 
means tha~ "every experience both takes up something from 
I 
t hose which have gone before and modifies in some way 
I 
the quality of those which come after". 
An experience of art is an active participation, not 
only" on t he part of the artist, but also the beholder or 
I 
listener. ! This active participation on the part of the· 
I 
appreciator is a creation compa~able to that which the 
I 
I 
original producer underwent. It is a creation of relations, 
an ordering of the elements of the whole that is in the 
form, and a selection and clarification according to the 
perceiver ~ s interests so that an experienced whole results. 
1Then , experiencing music, one must first consider 
I 
I 
I 
sound, and its emotional, intellectual and -9hysical 
imDlicatibns. 

Sound agitates emotions directly. It is a commotion of 
the organism itself. In . its own quality, a sound is 
whining, tender, soothing, etc., not an expression of 
the se things. Because sound has an immediacy of emotional 
e ffect, music has been classed as the highest and the 
lowest of the arts. 
Music i s the highest art to Schopenhauer.To Hegel 
it i s a transition ~ from painting(the lowest) to poetry 
(the highest). ~hile to Kant, music has the lowest place 
among the arts. 
There has been a great diversity of opinion as the 
function of music, also. Du Bos preached only imitation, 
while Dewey and Whitehead write of its instrumentality. 
For a complete and consummate experience, music 
must be cons idered physiological ly, psychologically and 
musically. Tones have physical attributes, such as the 
, . 
frequency, intensity, duration and wave f orm 7 Tones 
have a psychological bearing on our body_ reactions, 
emotions and intellectual re sponses . 
It is the musical interpretat ion which has the 
greatest bearing on a consummate experience. This 
means hearing, thinking and practicing creativity, or 
re-creativity. And includes the symbolic implications 
of music, which are of themselves, functioning creat ions. 
~----------::: 

Group work is a leisure-time activity and at the 
same time an educational activity. 
It differs from the work done in school most particu-
larly by the attitude of the group. In the school the 
pupils must be receptive and obedient, while in the "group" 
the individual is expected to be actively participating. 
Group work and the democratic way of life, as 
experienced in America , are closely related. The worth 
of the individual and the control of individual actions 
by the whole situation in which individuals are involved, 
are functioning realities. 
~e must be aw~re of the fact, that group work, being 
also an educational activity, is affected by educational 
principles, always remembering that this experience of 
learning must be as much of a real life participatory 
experience as poss ible • 
There are certain laws of learning which put the 
emphasis on the activity of the individual in the learning 
process. These include: 1. The Law of Use 2.The Law of 
Frequency 3. The Law of Recency 4. The Law of Disuse 
5. The Law ofi Effect 6. The Law of Readiness. 
One must always be aware, too, of the social factors 
involved. For much of what we learn i s acquired by the 
absorption of influences, ideas and standards of other 
people. 
--= 

The greater part of the success of a g roup depends 
on the leader. The leader must function in a de mocratic 
way. He must understand experience, and be able to judge, 
organize and direct it. Experiences should be widened 
from the level and capacities of the group, and natural 
interests should be utilized as starting points, not as end~ 
in themselves. 
The leader must have a sympathetic understanding of 
individuals, and be able to handle interaction of members 
of the group. The group must, moreover, be organized in 
such a way as to provide opportunity for meeting the 
needs of individuals, and of the group as a whole, by a 
variety of s ituations which are constructive. 
A study pla n for a year of a group's life must 
be kept fairly accurately in mind . Always realizing 
t hat there will be variations and changes depending on 
the group. 
I have found it expedient to start a group's exper-
ience in music with Jazz, for it is that phase of music 
with which i mdividuals are most likely to be familiar. 
;ve start with a rhythm band and interpolated discussions 
of rhythm and Jazz, and then make a transition to Gilbert 
and Sullivan through singing . Vfuen we return to the 
rhythm band, the g roup creates arrangements for the band 

with related discmssions of form and conducting. Simple 
score reading is taken up, and singing by note r e ading 
· takes place. At about this t ime, the group is ready to 
be divided into those who prefer to sing and those who 
want to g o on with the history and appreciation. 
An attempt should also be made to carry over active 
participation in other forms of a rt, with underlying 
idea of the relationships of all arts. 
------------
-------------
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